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English Grade 5 week 11 

Good day girls and boys, parents and guardians, 

 

We draw ever closer to going back to school, please be aware of notices on the website of 

when the various grades will be returning. We look forward to welcoming the grade 7’s on June 

1. 

In the meantime, keep working at home. I have marked all the work that has been sent to me on 

email. So, if you are able please send your work to me at deborahglover20@gmail.com. Once 

again I need to reiterate, how well you are working on your own. Keep going, and know that 

every little bit counts. 

 

Today, we start with a new theme. Journeys people make. In lockdown, we cannot make these 

journeys, but at least we can imagine! And perhaps, one day make our dreams come true. 

 

Warm Regards. Yours in teaching 

 

Mrs Glover 

 

Have you been on a journey? Why did you go? Journeys can be for all sorts of reasons. 

Some journeys lead to somewhere only for a short time, like for a holiday or a trip. Other 

journeys lead to somewhere for a long time, like when you move house or town or even 

country. But there are other kinds of journeys that people choose to make: journeys to 

fulfil their dreams or ambitions. In the next three weeks, we will  look at all sorts of 

journeys people make. 
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Monday June 8 - Creative Writing 

 

A journey to a new school. 

 

If we were at school, I would ask you to interview other learners in your class about being new 

to the class. But as we can’t, think back to how you felt in Grade 1 or even Grade R when you 

started at a new school. Do you remember the ‘butterflies’ in your stomach? I am certain you 

were both anxious and excited at the same time. 

 

Today, you are going to design and write a guide for new learners at your school, to help them 

feel more at home. Find an A4 piece of paper and fold it in half, on the front page draw your 

school badge with the school’s motto and welcome to Maryvale. If you can’t remember the 

school badge, look at my introductory letter or find your blazer. You might also want to include a 

drawing of your school. On the inside, you are going to introduce your new pupil to grade 5. You 

must include the following:  

● A brief outline of your school day. 

● The most important school rules. 

● A list of your teachers and classes. 

● A list of extramurals to choose from. 

● Advice and tips for grade 5. 

● What makes being at a Catholic school different from any other school. 

 

 

Look at the rubric in the memo section, but your guide has to look good and be well-

written. You may include any pictures or drawings you feel are appropriate.  I look 

forward to marking them.  

 

 
Tuesday 8 June - Comprehension. 
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Do you remember when you were new at school? How did you feel? Read the poem, 

does it bring back memories. Does any of it feel familiar? 

 

The new boy 

The door swung inward. I stood and breathed 

The new-school atmosphere: 

The smell of polish and disinfectant, 

And the flavour of my own fear. 

 

I followed into the cloakroom; the walls 

Rang to the shattering noise 

Of boys who barged and boys who banged: 

Boys and still more boys! 

 

A boot flew by me. Its angry owner 

Pursued with force and yell; 

Somewhere a man snapped orders; somewhere 

There clanged a warning bell.     

 

And there I hung with my new schoolmates; 

They pushing and shoving me; I 

Unknown, unwanted, pinned to the wall; 

On the verge of ready-to-cry. 

 

Then, from the doorway, a boy called out: 

“Hey, you over there! You’re new! 

Don’t just stand there propping the wall up! 

I’ll look after you!” 

 

I turned; I timidly raised my eyes; 

He stood and grinned meanwhile; 

And my fear died, and my lips answered 

Smile for his smile. 

 

He showed me the basins, the rows of pegs; 

He hung my cap at the end; 

He led me away to my new classroom … 

And now that boy’s my friend. 

 

John Walsh. 
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Read the poem carefully. At least three times to yourself. Then read it aloud to your mom or 

whoever is at home with you. The poet, John Walsh, has used each of the senses - smell, 

touch, taste and sight -  to create a mind picture to bring the poem to life. He has also used 

some interesting descriptions and figurative language. 

 

Answer the questions. You need not use full sentences, but quote the words from the poem to 

back-up your answers. 

 

1. In the first verse he combines taste and smell. What can the boy taste and smell? (quote 

lines from the poem to substantiate your answer). (2) 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

2. What sounds are mentioned in the poem? (2) 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

3. What sort of touching happens in verse 4? (2) 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

4. What does the new boy see in verse 5 and 6? (2) 

______________________________________________________________________ 

5. Find an example of alliteration in verse 2. (Alliteration is the occurrence of the same 

letter or sound at the beginning of adjacent or closely connected words. Example the 

sweet birds sang.) (2) 
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______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

6. What is unusual about the way the author describes the walls in verse 2. (2) 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

7. What do you think about the description “on the verge of ready-to-cry” in verse 4? Do 

you like it or not? Yes or No? Have you ever felt like that? (2) 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

8. What does ‘propping the wall up” mean? (2) 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

9. What action changes the boy’s mood in verse 6? (2) 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

10. Can you spot a rhyming pattern in the poem? (Look at the end of the lines in all the 

verses except the first.) Describe the rhyming, using some of the rhyming words. (2) 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Total 20 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wednesday 9 June - Grammar 
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Language: Positive and Negative Sentences 

 

A positive word or sentence is one that means yes. A negative word or sentences is one that 

means no. The main negative we use is not. When we add not to did, does, do have, has 

had, we sometimes shorten it to n’t. 

 

I am new at school. I am not new at school. 

I do like sport. I don’t like sport. 

The new teacher smiled at the class. The new teachers did not smile at the class. 

 

Decide whether each of the following sentences is positive or negative and then rewrite it to 

mean the opposite. For example. I am sick changes to I am not sick. 

 

1. I am excited about starting a new school. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

2. I did not make friends on the first day. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

3. I haven’t made any plans for the holidays. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

4. I will move up to grade 6 next year. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

5. She doesn’t like the way you tease her. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

6. The class laughed because the joke was funny. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

7. I wanted to play, so I finished my homework quickly. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Total 7 

 

 

Thursday 10 June - Spelling  

 
Week 17 Sight words, double w/-ing, and academic vocabulary  

1. California 2. scowl 3. cougar 4. encounter 5. soldiers 6. exodus 7. silent 8. running 9. 

knitting 10. stopping 11. forgetting 12. expelling 13. rubbing 14. equipping 15. regretting 

16. winning 17. slamming 18. inherit 19. gene 20. chromosome  
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Once again learn the words, their meaning and their spelling. Fill in the missing words, using the 

spelling list. 

1. The cougar  did not make a noise as it crept 

through the bush. It was ____________________. Suddenly, it started 

__________________,  ___________________ only when it knew it was out of danger. 

2. My grandmother enjoys _______________________.  

3. A state in America on the West Coast. ________________________. 

4. Gene sounds like jean. But, its meaning is different. Genes are the genetic code in your 

body. They are found in pairs on a chromosome that decide what physical 

characteristics you  inherit from your mom and dad. 

Write a sentence and describe what 

physical characteristics you have inherited from your mom or dad. You might include 

your hair, height, the colour of your eyes or your weight. 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Friday 11 June - Reading 
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Friday is always our best day at school. We read,  have mass and it is just fun. 

If you are able, go onto the internet and find a new place/country you would like to visit. 

 I would like to visit Seattle in the United States. 

 

Seattle is the largest city in both the state of Washington and the Pacific Northwest 

region of North America. ... The city is situated on an isthmus between Puget Sound (an 

inlet of the Pacific Ocean) and Lake Washington, about 100 miles (160 km) south of the 

Canada–United States border. 

 

Tell me about your favourite holiday destination when we return. 

 

 

 

Memo for grade 5 - June 7 to June 12 

 

Monday 7 June - Creative Writing 

Your brochure or booklet must be appealing and eye-catching. You need to focus on -  

Layout and organisation - 10 

Creativity (how original) are your ideas - 10 

Spelling/grammar - 10 
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Overall impression - 10 

40 divided by 4 = 10 

 

Tuesday 8 June - Comprehension 

1. The smell of polish and disinfectant. And the flavour of my own fear. (taste) ( 2). 

2. Boys jostling and banging. (verse 1) Boys fighting (verse 2) Pursued with force and yells. 

3. They are pushing and shoving me and pinned to the wall. (2) 

4. He sees a friend. I’ll look after you. (2) 

5. Of boys who barged and boys who banged. (2) 

6. Walls are ringing. Walls don’t ring. We usually associate ring with a telephone, so the 

boys are using the walls to communicate and show their boisterous energy.(2) 

7. Yes, just about to cry, but trying hard not to. (2) 

8. Holding the wall up as he is standing so close and rigid. (2) 

9. He smiled - grinned (2) 

10. Walls - boys; yell - bell; new - you; meanwhile - smile; end - friend; The rhyming is in 

two’s - couplets at the end of the line. 

Total - 20 

Wednesday 9 June - Grammar 

1. - I am not (I’m not) excited about starting school. 

2. + I did make friends on the first day. 

3. + I have made plans for the holidays. 

4. - I will not (won’t) move up to grade 6 next year. 

5. + She does like the way you tease her. 

6. - The class did not (didn’t) laugh because the joke was funny. 

7. - I didn’t want to play, so I didn’t finish my homework quickly. 

Thursday 10 June - Spelling 

1. Silent running stopping 

2. Knitting 

3. California 

4. Any description of yourself, describing your hair, etc ... 

 

 

 

 

 


